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“Change is mandatory, growth is optional, and greatness is inside all of us.”
- Emily V. Gordon
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Former President Grant Cornwell is scheduled to speak
and receive an honorary degree
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Above, former President Grant Cornwell pictured during his tenure at the College of Wooster (Photo courtesy of Mariah Joyce).
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Several senior students, dissatisfied with the selection of
former College of Wooster
President Grant Cornwell
as the 2017 Commencement
speaker, organized to meet with
President Sarah Bolton and
members of the administration
to address their concerns. Scott
Wagner ’17 explained that he
became interested in investigating the matter after he spoke
with other several other seniors
who “seemed unhappy with the
decision.” He went on to say,
“We feel that during his tenure
at Wooster former President
Cornwell did not take an active role in students’ lives, and
we questioned the process by
which he was chosen to be our
commencement speaker.”

Theresa Spadola ’17 suggested,
“Cornwell does not fit the bill” to
be the Commencement speaker
due in part to his perceived lack
of meaningful engagement with
the graduating class.
Secretary of the College Angela Johnston explained that the
process of selecting a commencement speaker is based primarily
on honorary degree recipients.
Nominations for honorary degrees are brought to the Honorary Degrees Committee each
year. Faculty and the Board of
Trustees must vote on those selected in the committee. According to Johnston it is routine to
give honorary degrees to former
presidents within one to three
years after completing their tenure. Johnston explains that it is
customary for recipients of honorary degree to speak at commencement. However, Wagner

points out, “Angela [Johnston] and President Bolton
emphasized that honorary
degree recipients were not
expressly chosen as de-facto
Commencement
speakers.”
Johnston explained that while
honorary degree recipients
are not paid, their decision to
speak to the campus is made
on a voluntary basis.
Wagner and Spadola expressed concern for the lack
of transparency and student
involvement in the selection
of the 2017 commencement
speaker. Johnston explained
that while according to statute, the Honorary Degree
Committee is composed of
four faculty members and two
students selected from the
Student Government Asso-

Continued on page 2

Vandalism, graffiti found on campus patio
Janel England
News Editor
On the morning of April 30,
red graffiti was discovered on
the small patio located on Pearl
Street next to the Admissions
Office.
The graffiti consisted of the
phrases “Kill liberals,” “Fuck
Dean Brown” and “Comms will
win” as well as multiple depictions of the hammer and sickle, a well-known communist
symbol. One of the benches
and a tree at the site were also
tagged with indecipherable
markings.
The incident, as of press
time, was still under investigation. However, Associate Director of Security and Protective Services Joe Kirk said of
the investigation, “We have a
couple of leads at this point in
time, and kind of feel like we
know who might have done it.”
“The fact that Dean Brown’s
name was mentioned makes it
obviously more likely a stu-

Committee holds
open meeting in
Kauke
Tower
Ryan Secard
Contributing Writer
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Above, two examples of the graffiti found on a campus patio read “Fuck Dean
Brown” and “Comms will win” (Photos by Janel England).
dent than not a student. But it
is something that we’re keeping all options open and thinking about all of the possibilities. We’ve gotten a couple of
tips from a couple of different sources, and so we’re just
trying to follow up on those,”
added Kirk.
As of press time, the College
had yet to notify the campus

community of the incident.
Kirk attributed this to the fact
that the incident is currently
under investigation. “We look
and try to figure out [if there
is] some merit or validity to
what is being said, meaning is
it an actual death threat or is
it just someone spouting off
— whatever the case may be. It
is concerning to us obviously,”

said Kirk.
Kirk also acknowledged that
because of current events, the
graffiti’s message was particularly alarming.
“We’re hopefully going to
bring in the person either today or tomorrow who is responsible for it. I think in this

Continued on page 2

The members of the Educational Policy Committee met
with the student body last
week to present their “working framework” of possible
revisions to the College Curriculum. During the meeting, EPC members Margaret
Sestito ’18 and Dean for Curriculum and Academic Engagement Henry Kreuzman
introduced and took questions
on the framework, which was
scheduled to be presented for
faculty review on May 1.
Kreuzman opened by crediting the members of the
EPC for doing “a tremendous
amount of work” in drafting the framework and taking special note of how long
it had been since the Wooster
curriculum had been updated
in 2000. He compared the necessity of updating the curriculum to the growth of technology.
The heart of the new proposal is its outline for a new
liberal arts core, which consists of six courses in “Liberal
Arts Literacies,” three courses
on “Inquiry and Communication,” four courses in “Global
Engagement,” and two courses
in “Justice and Civic/Social
Responsibility.” The six Liberal Arts Literacies requirements are all loosely defined
in familiar-looking terms (one
course each in Quantitative
Literacy and in Historical and
Humanistic
Understanding,
for example); other categories, such as Justice and Civic/
Social Responsibility, are less
clearly defined.
Kreuzman noted that finding
courses appropriate for each
category will involve feedback
from members of the faculty
as well as from students, “The
devil’s in the details, and we’re
gonna have to hammer out
those details.”
While the current plan currently totals out to 15 courses,
according to the plan “a student could … with extremely
efficient double counting …
fulfill all their core requirements with a minimum of
10 courses.” In his question
and answer segment, Dean
Kreuzman explained that this
is about the same number of
courses required by the current curriculum.
One proposed introduction
to the curriculum that notably
incorporates a more individual
approach to one’s education
is the addition of “Interdisciplinary
Concentrations.”
Concentrations, as outlined in
the handout distributed to attendees, would consist of four
to six “related courses or programs already existing in our
curriculum” and would serve
as a way for students to customize their education in addition to minors.
Student involvement in the
discussion was lively. One stu-

Continued on page 2
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SECURITY BRIEFS
ALCOHOL
5/1 — 12:05 a.m.
Andrews Hall
Two suspects had alcohol in
room, one witness present
VANDALISM
4/29 — 1:14 a.m.
Bissman Hall
Witness reported table
broken
4/30 — 3:07 a.m.
Compton Hall
Witness reported broken
table
4/30 — 8:05 a.m.
Holden Hall
Witness reported table
broken
4/30 — 10:42 a.m.
Bissman Hall
Witness reported broken
chair
DRUG INCIDENT
5/1 — 12:05 a.m.
Andrews Hall
Two suspects caught
for possession and
paraphernalia. Witness
present at incident
DISORDERLY
5/1 — 12:05 a.m.
Andrews Hall
Suspect rude and
disrespectful to SPS.
Witness present at incident
FIRE ALARM
4/24 — 10:59 p.m.
Bornhuetter Hall
Too much Febreze set off
fire alarm, one suspect and
one witness at incident
4/29 — 7:17 p.m.
Holden Hall
Suspect burning ex’s jersey,
witness present at incident

Interested in
writing for news
next year?
Send an email to the Voice at
thewoostervoice1883@gmail.com
to express your interest!
Help us disprove alternative facts

Section editorS:
Janel England
Mackenzie Clark

FGSO, Let’s Taco About Food chartered by CC
Brandon Bell
Staff Writer
The charters of two new student groups, the First Generation
Students Organization (FGSO)
and Let’s Taco About Food, were
approved by Campus Council on
Thursday, April 27. Both groups
are the latest groups to be chartered, after the European Students Association’s charter was
approved on April 13.
FGSO seeks to provide resources for students who are the
first in their families to attend college, and Let’s Taco About Food
is dedicated to bringing college
students together around cooking
and food-related events.
“Both of these organizations enrich student life by providing support and additional activities for the
students to benefit from,” Jordan
Griffith ’19, at-large member of the
Campus Council, said.
Emilee McCubbins ’20 and Margie Sosa ’20, co-presidents of FGSO,
welcomed the Campus Council’s decision on their charter.
“We’ve sort of been in the process
for a few months,” Sosa said. “So it’s
really nice to finally be a recognized
organization on campus.”
At their first meeting on April
26, Sosa said that they had already

Graffiti cont.
era of harassment or discrimination, or whatever you want
to call it, that seems to be going on across the country —
this falls within that line of
the political climate that has
been going on. When the person puts Russian symbols as
part of the graffiti along with
the issue against liberals, you
know, that becomes concerning again,” said Kirk.
Students on both side of the
political spectrum are condemning the graffiti. Fritz
Schoenfeld ’17, president of
College Democrats said, “I appreciate student expressing
themselves, but vandalism is
definitely against the rules and
using the word ‘kill’ before any
group of people makes this a

Commencement cont.
ciation (SGA), and “the students
were not appointed by SGA in
time for the decision.” After being unable to participate in the
Honorary Degree Committee
nomination process, students
were not involved in any other
aspect of the commencement
speaker selection. Spadola said,
“Students, I believe, just feel a bit
blind-sided by this decision because the process is rather convoluted and no effort of transparency has been put in.”
Both Wagner and Spadola
were invited to meet with President Bolton and members of

Above, the executive board of the First Generation
Students Organization (Photo taken from Facebook).
received a large amount of interest.
“We actually had a really good
turnout,” Sosa said. “We had a lot of
people come up to us and tell us that
they were really proud to see that this
organization has come to campus.”
As a chartered organization,
FGSO plans to host a variety of
events, including a “Back to School
Cookout” and workshops targeted
towards first generation college students. McCubbins is also attempting
threat, which needs to be taken
seriously.”
Drake Schwenke ’18, president of the Wooster RightWingers, said of the graffiti,
“We as students can only make
assumptions and deduce from
what evidence that has been
presented to us at the scene.
Broken beer bottles, a smashed
spray can cap, and crudely
painted lines suggest that
whoever did this was drunk
and the late hour in which the
event is reported to have taken
place suggest that the perpetrators were likely following
a night of revelry. There are
rumors abuzz that a themed
party that would have involved
Communist imagery took place
Saturday night and it would
logically follow that whoever
did this came from there.”

the administration to address
their concerns surrounding the
selection of former President
Cornwell and the Commencement speaker selection process itself. Wagner explained,
“While we are not entirely enthusiastic about the selection
of former President Cornwell,
we respect the decision of the
Honorary Degree Committee.”
Spadola suggested for increased
transparency in the selection
process, “Going forward I am
recommending to the appropriate groups that we take a good
look at the process and see where
students can be involved and improvements can be made.”

to reach out to Wooster High School.
“We’d really love to get in contact with [the high school] to try
to set up workshops… to help the
students there get prepared for
college and help with their transition,” McCubbins said.
Carly Mandell ’19, co-president
of Let’s Taco About Food with Rie
Matsuzaki ’19, said that their organization had similarly started meeting this semester and was eager to

Above, graffiti found includes “Kill liberals” and communist imagery (Photo by Dylan Pederson).
He further iterated Shoenfeld’s point: “We have a closeknit community here despite
our differences and while I
think that the graffiti was rep-

resentative of a mere drunken
May Day political shenanigan
we hope that the College recognizes the severity of these depictions and acts accordingly.”

EPC cont.

Other students were more congratulatory, “I am impressed by
the work Dean Kruezman and the
committee has put into revising
the core curriculum, and am looking forward to what is coming in
the new and much needed revision,” said Kenyon Moriarty ’19.
Although
the
proposed
changes to the curriculum are
significant, they may take some
time. Current students will stay
on the same curriculum, and the
changes themselves still have
a long way go before they can
be voted on, let alone adopted
as College policy. “This won’t
be voted [on]until a year from
now,” Sestito said.

student early in the meeting
pointed out that the outlined
framework lacked any requirements regarding sustainability
or environmental studies: Sestito responded by suggesting
that such courses could fall under the required areas of Justice
and Civic/Social Responsibility,
Global Engagement, or the “Interdisciplinary Understanding”
sub-category of Liberal Arts
Literacies. A handful of students critiqued the new curriculum’s policy of not allowing AP
or IB credits to take the place of
courses required for graduation.

Photo of the Week
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On Friday, April 28,
seniors presented their
independent theses at
the annual symposium.
Featured right is Lydia
Schwartz of the Psychology Department
posing with her poster.
Schwartz’s thesis
consisted of teaching
children the distinction between living and
non-living things.
(Photo by Janel England).

become more active next semester.
“We [tabled in Lowry and] have
about 100 people signed up to get
regular e-mails from us,” Mandell
said. “Once we get the budget, I
think we’ll definitely have more
people in our regular meetings.”
Mandell said she met Matsuzaki
when they took the same psychology class, and realized together that
food could bring about new intercultural connections on campus.
“Food is a good way to show
your culture,” Mandell said, noting the value she placed in her own
culture as a Jewish person. “I realized [with Matsuzaki] that domestic and international students really keep to their own groups, so I
thought food would be a good way
to get rid of those boundaries.”
Next year, the group wants to
host a Food Festival to show how
different cultures make the same
type of foods, like pasta, as well
as another event to teach students
food etiquette from multiple cultures. Mandell also said the group
would consider working with other student organizations, like ISA
or Hillel, which host food-related
events on campus.
“We have a lot of cool students
right now [who cook], and I’m
excited to see [their] perspective
on food,” Mandell said.
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C.O.W. issues are national issues
Over my four years at Wooster,
its flaws have become all the more
apparent. Yes, our administration
can fail to be
tr ansparent,
our
faculty
are
underpaid, our staff
are underpaid,
we have too
Jared Berg
many Deans,
not enough counselors, the food
could be better, Res Life could
operate more smoothly, tuition
is too high, we graduate with too
much debt, minority and international students face obstacles,
sexual assault remains a prominent issue on campus and there
are departments that are nearly
or entirely devoid of faculty of
color.
When discussing these issues,
students and other members of
the campus community oftentimes frame them as a referendum on the administration’s receptiveness to the student body
and its presence, or lack thereof,
of moral fiber.
I argue that this is a damaging
way of discussing the College’s
most pressing issues. Wooster’s
problems aren’t unique, and to
consider them as such both ignores the critical issues our colleges are facing nationwide and
inaccurately portrays our own
institution as a money-grabbing
diploma factory.
For example, one can consider
the presence of minority and international students at Wooster.
Twenty nine percent of Wooster
students are either domestic students of color or international
students. While work still needs
to be done to ensure that these
students are truly included and
equal in all facets of the campus
community, that there is equity in
opportunity rather than just representation on-paper, this number does serve to illustrate how
Wooster compares to its peer institutions.
Kenyon College has 26 percent of students who fall into the
categories of minority and international, Denison University
has 32 percent in their incoming
class and Oberlin College reports

that they have 20 percent students who are from “underrepresented” groups. DePauw University also reports that 29 percent
of their students are minority
or international and Allegheny
College reports that 22 percent
of students are of similar background. This sampling of peer
institutions shows that Wooster
is better than or similar to most
of its peer institutions when it
comes to recruiting diverse incoming classes. While the College should not be content until
its population is more representative, this is a national issue, one
that plagues the majority of campuses.
Another example of Wooster’s
issues being illustrative of national issues is the increase in
tuition. As I referenced in my
article published in the Voice on
April 21, tuition at the College
has increased proportionally to
tuition raises at colleges nationally. The reasons might not be
the same everywhere, but the
issue is largely consistent. Any
debate about the legitimacy of
tuition raises at the College must
address how the reasons for the
raises here are usual or exceptional. This debate is convoluted
and complicated, and requires
more transparency on the part of
the College to better disseminate
its rationale for these yearly increases. Without this transparency, the announcement of tuition
increases will continue to spur
gut-reactions that question the
intentions of the administration.
In conclusion, it is apparent
that Wooster’s issues are commonplace in and systemic to
universities and colleges nationwide, not unique or insular to our campus itself. As the
student body continues to work
to improve the status quo at the
College in the coming years, it’s
important to make sure we do so
in context. By doing so, student
grievances will be more robust
and more likely to produce substantive change.

Jared Berg, an Editor in Chief for the
Voice, can be reached for comment at
JBerg17@wooster.edu
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Don’t be afraid to take your passions seriously
This is my last chance to stand
on a soapbox in the context of The
College of Wooster. I thought about
writing about
facing
your
fears, about being a female
leader, about listening to people
who are differMariah Joyce
ent from you,
about how much I respect and love
the staff of the Voice — and I believe
all those things, but what I really
want to do is talk about art.
I didn’t grow
up in an environment where
people took art
seriously. Conventional wisdom is that artists don’t make
money, and the
(explicit or implicit) message
I’ve
received
over time is that
pursuing art over something else I
might be capable of, like law, or governmental work, or medicine, would
be a waste of my brain and my potential.
That’s crap.
First, art has the ability to heal
those who make it and those who
see it. The worst periods of my
life have always coincided with the
times that I stopped being creative.
Existing in the world is confusing
and often overwhelming and sometimes very lonely. Art, be it music or
writing or dance or drawing, doesn’t

“

change that fact. However, it does
acknowledge it, and I think that’s
half the battle. Sometimes knowing
you aren’t the only one struggling is
all you really needed to hear.
Second, art can connect you to
others. Ultimately, everything people do in their lives boils down to
two things: trying to understand
what it means to exist, and forming
relationships with people around
them.
I volunteer at a free breakfast program in downtown Wooster, and I
have a friend there who is a 70-year-

from one another will never cease to
amaze me, and that experience alone
convinces me of its worth.
Finally, coming to terms with
my desire to take art seriously has
taught me a lot about how to make
life decisions. Because I have primarily been encouraged to think of art
as a fun hobby to do on the side of
whatever real job I find, I used to
feel a need to succeed with respect
to other people’s expectations before
I could go after what I myself really
wanted.
This is a terrible way to live your
life. There are two
questions that matter when you are
making life choices:
what do you want,
and how are you
going to get it?
Chasing others’ approval is going to
be exhausting and
— spoiler! — it’s
probably not going
to work.
So here’s my (somewhat self-serving) pitch: take yourself seriously.
Take the things you love seriously.
Work hard on them. Stop discarding things you want to do as impossible because they’re too difficult or
too risky or the people around you
think you shouldn’t want them. Try
to laugh a little, have some fun, take
some chances, and I think things really will be okay.

That art can connect people
who are so, so different from one
another will never cease to amaze
me, and that experience alone convinces me of its worth.”

- Mariah Joyce ’17
old ex-biker, ex-truck driver about
as different from me as it is possible
to be. One of the primary things he
and I have been able to connect over
is art — he tells me about the poems
he’s writing or shows me the carvings on his walking stick, I show
him my drawings, and we talk about
R Crumb and Bill Watterson. He
had asked me to bring in my drawings for several weeks, and when I
finally did he seemed to identify with
something in them in a way that I
never expected. That art can connect people who are so, so different

Mariah Joyce, an Editor in Chief for
the Voice, can be reached for comment at
MJoyce17@wooster.edu

College is about balance and friendships
Contrary to popular belief,
I.S. was not the hardest part of
college. I.S. is time management
and a weekly
chance
to
swallow your
pride
during advising
meetings —
at worst, it’s a
Katie caMeron lot of printing
money; at best, it’s an incredible
opportunity to make something
you’re proud of.
In truth, the hardest part of
these last four years (for me anyway) has been figuring out the
social dynamics, circles and habits that make college a strange
and wonderful place. The combination of alcohol, casual hookups, Greek life, constant student
overturn and a hundred other
things on our tiny campus make a
complicated web of relationships
to navigate.
I struggled with these webs
for the majority of my college
career, mostly because I didn’t
realize there’s a balance to everything. Drink if you want, but
don’t rely on it to be yourself.
Hookup if you want, but it’s not
a measure of your worth. Go out,
stay in, fuck FOMO and whoever
came up with that word.

The Wooster bubble is real,
and while there are times when
it feels like it’s impossible to
have any privacy, I know how
hard it can be to shake the feeling that you’re alone even when
you’re surrounded by so many
people on campus.
And as tempting as it is to
hole yourself up with Netflix
and a Lowry box when that feeling hits, my best advice to beat
it is to pour your energy into the
friendships that make you feel
whole and that give as much as
they take.
First-years: maybe you got
lucky and found those relationships in the hallways of your
first dorms, but with any luck,
you’re going to grow a lot from
the 18-year-old version of yourself — make the effort to develop the new relationships that
meet you where you’re at.
Sophomores: get involved
with something new, lay down
some roots, and puff out your
chests when the new kids go by.
We’ll all see through it, but it’s
part of the process. Socially it’s
a year of change, but I know
you’ll land on your feet.
Juniors: breathe deeply and
try to complain about junior
I.S. sparingly. Celebrate turning

21 and embrace the wonderful
world of off-campus happy hour
where Wednesday-night friendships are born.
And seniors: stay open to social possibilities. Second semester is the perfect moment to
make some really meaningful
friendships if you’re open to it,
since, honestly, what do you have
to lose at this point? Worst case
scenario: they don’t wish you
happy birthday on Facebook.
I joined the cross-country
team my senior year purely out
of social anxiety — me, who
owns four Richard Simmons
workout tapes but can’t finish
one without wheezing, ran hundreds of miles in the name of
female friendship — and even
while swearing profusely during
races, I was thankful for the new
network of connections that I
never would have had otherwise.
Moving to college is terrifying because we had no friends
on campus; how beautiful it is
that leaving college is just as
scary because we can’t imagine
our lives without those relationships.

Katie Cameron, an Arts & Entertainment
editor for the Voice, can be reached for
comment at KCameron17@wooster.edu

Jack Berthiaume, a Contributing Cartoonist for the Voice, can be reached for comment at JBerthiaume17@wooster.edu
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Don’t underestimate your education Making college mementos
As a transfer student, I’ve had
a somewhat different experience
than your average student that
chose
the
right school
from the beginning. My
first couple
months at the
school were
Janel englanD
lonely (since
there are a lot fewer people who
are desperate to be your friend).
My email address features the
wrong year because I came to the
College alongside the class of
’18. I had a year less to get the
hang of everything — and now
that I have, it’s all over.
But perhaps the most frustrating thing, however, came from
the process of transferring credits from school to school. For
those of you who are blissfully
unaware, it is the College’s policy for any transfer credit to only
count as .75 of Wooster credit.
So even if I had transferred from
an Ivy League school, all of my
work would only be worth three
quarters of a Wooster course.
The absurdity of this policy
aside, I will say that it has been

somewhat of a blessing in disguise. As a result of the transfer policy, I was short on credits
and spent the majority of my
time here trying to play catch
up. I was unable to double major
or minor in anything as I originally hoped. But because of this,
I could take classes that I would
in no way have picked if I were
pursuing a minor or another major. And weirdly enough, they
have made all the difference in
my education.
I know this is somewhat a cliché piece of advice — “Take a
class outside of your major!”—
but I’m not saying to take one
class, I’m saying to take a lot of
classes outside your major and in
a lot of different departments.
For me, an English major, that
meant classes in the economics,
communications, philosophy, religious studies and political science departments. While most of
the time these classes were the
ones that tanked my GPA, they
would later allow me to make
larger more nuanced connections
when I was back in classes where
I felt comfortable. For example,
taking courses on Islam, human

rights and principles of rhetoric did wonders for when I took
Post-Colonial Lit and Film.
While the Core requirements
that we have are attempting to
force us out of our comfort zone,
I think that they also allow us
to take what we know we can do
well in or have heard through the
grapevine is the easiest course to
fulfill that particular credit.
It’s easy to get too wrapped up
in GPA and degree requirements
and forget why we’re really here
— for an education. Not an education in the traditional scholarly sense, but one in experience
and empathy. If you’re not willing to stray too far out of your
comfort zone when it comes to
classes, then try attending a lecture or event that you wouldn’t
normally consider.
So that’s my best advice for
you: find where the gaps in your
education are deepest and then
jump in.
Also, for the love of god, take
a class with Dr. Leah Mirakhor.

Janel England, a News Editor for the
Voice, can be reached for comment at
JEngland17@wooster.edu.

Evaluating Wooster security’s mission
My perspective on Wooster security has generally been positive up
until a couple months ago. I’m a second semester
senior in Greek
life, so I’ve
watched a lot
of often frustrating changes unfold, but
shoshana rice I always respected security’s role. Even if I do
miss the freedom I felt my freshman
year to do things like have a drink at
a party instead of hiding in a room,
I get that the college was trying to
address an issue. Whether or not I
enjoy or agree with all of the new
policies, the College was working
towards bettering
our safety.
But
unfortunately this semester I found one
area where I don’t
believe our campus has our safety
or well being on
their minds.
About
two
months ago, my
friend was fast
asleep in her own
bed after a low-key
Saturday
night
when security woke her up around
2:30 a.m. to almost devastate her
future. Apparently this vague marijuana scent, created from a single
small piece of paraphernalia on her
desk she used three to four hours prior, created such a dire situation that
they needed hunt down its source,
call the police and give this 21-yearold a criminal record.
Years ago her psychiatrist and
parents agreed that marijuana was
beneficial for her anxiety and mental
health. She smoked very regularly
throughout college, and I believe

“

it helped her be the successful student that she is. This “pot head” was
president of a club for three years,
held many leadership positions in a
variety of other clubs, worked many
jobs and internships and is about to
graduate with honors.
But I guess it was wrong for her to
assume that on a liberal college campus she could get away with quietly
tending to her health to help her become the student she wanted to be.
In my opinion she has always been
very careful with weed, and she never faced any issues throughout the
six years she has smoked until that
night. Wooster security’s mission
statement talks about preventing

only facing seven weeks of court
dates, drug assessments and meetings and draining her grad school
savings by $700. But not everyone is
as lucky.)
Her case was far from a freak incident. Her lawyer says he gets dozens
of calls every month from Wooster
students in my same position. All
of the professionals she has interacted with between her lawyer, the
drug assessment employees and her
diversion coordinator agree that it’s
unfortunate that our college security
hunts down harmless students smoking marijuana who pose no threat to
the community. They told her they
have hundreds of meth-heads and
heroin addicts to
tend to, and then
nearly an equal
amount of successful harmless
college students
with bright futures brought in
by security for
marijuana.
Her
lawyer
even explained
that
Wooster
security
could
get some sort of
certification that
would
enable
them to confiscate marijuana and paraphernalia
without turning it into the police,
but they don’t want to deal with the
liability.
I hope that at some point in the
future, students can trust their liberal college campus to think more
critically through their blind law-enforcing inclinations and more deeply
consider what would be best for our
community.

Wooster security’s mission statement talks about preventing crime,
but it also talks about provideing an
ethical work environment [...] Is it
ethical to hunt down students who
aren’t causing themselves any harm
or disturbance and force them into
that punishment?”

- Shoshana Rice ’17
crime, but it also talks about providing an ethical work environment.
For forgetting to put her bowl
away that night, she almost had a
mark on her record that even if she
got it expunged, it could still prevent her from working in childcare,
health/medical services, the government, from renting an apartment or
from adopting a child. Is it ethical to
hunt down students who aren’t causing themselves or others any harm
or disturbance and force them into
that punishment? (Luckily she qualified for a new diversion program,

Shoshana Rice, Photo Editor for the
Voice, can be reached for comment at
SRice17@wooster.edu.

I have never been a presentthinking individual. The future,
for all my optimism and magical
thinking,
is
different, and
therefore superior for the
plain potential of change.
Graduation is
lily iserson
less of a future
anxiety than something that could
become anything: a beach house, a
road trip, a decent job or new people. All these things arrive without
trouble — isn’t that convenient?
In light of this, I find the sudden, pre-grad sentimentality I’ve
been experiencing strange and
very inconvenient. I’m an all-talk
writer with all sorts of almostmotivations; I shouldn’t have time
for nostalgia.
But memories prove meaning,
don’t they? Thanks to college,
and all the friends involved in the
following misadventures, I’ve fallen asleep on a beach in Portugal,
I’ve had a roommate introduce me
to the music of Doctor Zhivago,
I’ve bandied advice at Wooster’s
Writing Center, attended a conference on imagination at Oxford
University, enjoyed a spontaneous road trip to a Columbus job
fair, discussed eye-opening material for senior study at the back
of Kauke, cautiously appreciated
midnight walks through nebulous Dublin suburbs, indulged in
coffee occasions at Weber House,
dyed my hair blue with Voice comrades in the Luce Hall laundry
room and I once explored the
town of Wooster at 6 a.m., where
I snagged a picture of morning
light rendering a dozen, perfectly
still birdfeeders luminous.
These things were worth it:

whatever it entails (stress, hard
work, depression). I know I’m selfish for citing these moments, more
expository than relatable. It’s my
hope that these anecdotes prove the
vitality of moments that are worth
the wait of pervasive challenges,
even if that statement arrives on
a dumb optimism that lacks the
foundation of a guarantee. College
is hard, and it isn’t for everyone,
but damn if it doesn’t provide you
with some good stories.
In addition to all these things
I’d like to remember 30 years from
now, I want to emphasize that my
three-year tenure on The Voice has
been fundamental to my character
(in-progress). Editors and writers
past and present have profoundly
impacted my ability to pull myself
from an absorbing, negative headspace. They’ve made my ambition
what it is today, they’ve made me
laugh and they’ve helped me become a more cognizant thinker.
A million thank yous to our little
team behind Mom’s: here’s to conquering all our challenges in the
land of alternative facts.
Finally, a note for the rest of
campus. If you haven’t noticed,
we’re living in a time of outrageously self-interested governments, a hurt climate and oppressive atrocities directed at
minority groups without end.
These things won’t improve tomorrow, but maybe they will 100
years from now, as long as we
avoid succumbing to the laziness
of accepting the status-quo. For
you who might be reading this,
waste no effort. Practice bravery.
Maybe we’ll win yet.

Lily Iserson, a Chief Copy Editor for
the Voice, can be reached for comment
at LIserson17@wooster.edu

Join the Voice (trust me)
When I agreed to write a senior
editorial, I wasn’t sure whether I
should reflect on my four years
at Wooster or
offer valuable
advice to und e r cl as s m e n
who have yet
to do things
like declare a
Theresa Dunne major, study
abroad, start I.S., finish I.S., etc.
However, as I sit here the night
before we lay out the paper, I
don’t feel particularly qualified
to do either of these things. For
one, I am 21 years old. I need to
save my reflections for when I’m
middle-aged so that I can fondly
refer to college as “the golden
years” without hesitation. Secondly, I haven’t graduated yet, so
I’m not sure if “do what you love
and everything will work out” is
entirely accurate, but I’ll report
my findings in 10 years (note: I
am a History major).
And so, because I wholly
trust my highly intelligent and
thoughtful co-editors to offer
better insight into their college
experiences than I can (to be
fair, my insight sounded like the
brochures they give prospective
students), I’ve resorted to shar-

ing why I am so thankful that
I joined this publication two
years ago.
As an easily intimidated sophomore looking to get more involved on campus, I think I approached the Voice office twice
before I actually walked through
the doors. Fortunately, on my
third attempt, I ran into someone
I knew in the hallway and figured
they would think I was weird if
I turned around so I went in and
began copyediting.
While I love hunting for Oxford commas as much as the next
guy, it was the conversations in
the office that caused me to stay. I
enjoyed listening to the staff discuss campus wide issues, grammar structure and Mariah Joyce’s
disdain for those who overuse
exclamation points (sorry, Mariah!!!!). Additionally, writing articles, specifically for the Features
section, gave me the opportunity
to speak with many students
about their extracurricular involvement, research interests and
service trips.
From these interviews and exchanges, I’ve found that Wooster
students do insanely cool things.
They pursue their passions and
strive to make the College a more
welcoming and inclusive community. I can only hope that this will
continue in the years to come.
So if you have a strong sense
of social justice, find your peers
interesting, appreciate some
goofs or want an inside scoop on
what’s happening at the College,
I encourage you to come copyedit
next year. In my opinion, there is
no better way to spend a Tuesday night. And if you want some
real advice, ask me in 10 years. I
might have a worthwhile answer
by then.

Theresa Dunne, a Features Editor for
the Voice, can be reached for comment
at TDunne17@wooster.edu

Kito Ashbey, a Contributing Cartoonist for the
Voice, can be reached for
comment at KAshbey17@
wooster.edu
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Kieffer House nurtures connection with Local Roots
Coral Ciupak
Viewpoints Editor
As part of a decades-old initiative to bring The College of
Wooster and the surrounding
community together, the College
has made select campus houses
available to students who are
committed to community service.
The eight residents of Kieffer
House volunteer on a weekly basis
at Local Roots Market & Café in
downtown Wooster. Local Roots
is known by the greater Wooster
community as a largely volunteer-run café and marketplace,
selling locally produced food and
other goods. Established in 2009,
Local Root’s self-proclaimed mission is “To establish a year-round
market place for the purpose of
connecting consumers and producers of locally grown foods
and other agricultural products,”
with the added goals to “encourage healthy eating, expand local
economic development [and]
promote community involvement
and sustainable living.”
With only three full-time employees, the success of Local
Roots is largely dependent on the
contributions and commitment
of its volunteers. Student residents of Kieffer House perform
various tasks like sweeping and
mopping, stocking shelves and
working the register. Contributions like these not only help to
cultivate and maintain the unique
spirit of Local Roots, but also

Members of Kieffer House volunteer on a weekly basis at Local Roots Market & Café in downtown Wooster, providing
great help for only three full-time employees, and in turn the Wooster community (Photo by Maria Witt).
create a meaningful and rewarding experience for its volunteers.
“I have gained a deep appreciation for the hard work all of the
producers do and for the environment in which we live,” said
Matt Kelly ’17, Kieffer House’s
coordinator and regular volunteer at Local Roots. “Local Roots
does much to educate on all the
different factors hurting the environment. They also work with a
number of immigrants and I have
learned about different cultures
through conversations with these
people.”

Austin Russell ’19, next year’s
housing coordinator, agrees. “I
have gained lots of valuable experiences from being a part of this
program due to interacting with
people [who] I would not normally interact with,” he said. “Being a
part of Local Roots keeps relevant
in my mind how important volunteer work is and hopefully [I] will
keep that ingrained in me for the
rest of my life.”
To further its mission, Local
Roots employs a comprehensive
business model such that 75 to
82 percent of every dollar spent

by the customer goes back to the
person who produced, prepared
or created the product. Over 150
Ohio producers are represented
at Local Roots by sustainable,
healthy and fair-priced products.
“Our program is unique because
of the relationship we build with
the producers, with the customers
and with the volunteers,” said Kelly. “We see many of the producers
bring in their goods and we help
some of the cooks in the Café during the busy lunch hours. I never
would have met people like this at
a place other than this program,

and I really enjoy that experience
in college.”
Some of Local Roots’ products
are available in the College’s CStore for purchase, but if you’re
looking to get the full experience, Local Roots is open Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. and on Saturdays from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at 140 S. Walnut Street.
For more information about volunteering for Local Roots or Kieffer House’s volunteer program,
contact Matt Kelly at MKelly17@
wooster.edu or Austin Russell at
ARussell19@wooster.edu.

Summer offers fun, emotional experiences for students
Eli Millette
Contributing Writer
The end of the year is sure
coming up quickly, and that
means before we know it, summertime will be upon us. As I’m
sure you all know, sometimes it
can get mighty difficult to find
fun activities for you and your
amigos. That’s why your favorite writers here at the Features
section have (however many)
suggestions for summertime
fun. It’s going to be the best
summer ever!
1. Go to the beach: It can
get pretty hot in the summer
months, and there’s no better
way to beat the heat than to hit
the waves! There may not be
oceans in Ohio, but Lake Erie
isn’t too far away, and it doesn’t
light on fire like it used to.
2. Grab some popsicles: If
the waves don’t cool ya down,

don’t fret! You and your amigos can go grab a tasty frozen
treat from your local neighbors
freezer. And if you can’t think
of anything to say, tell one of
the side-splitting jokes on the
popsicle stick!
3. Sit down with Aunt
Claudia about her drinking problem: Jeepers! Things
have gotten a little out of hand
with Aunt Claudia, and it’s all
the family can talk about these
days. Maybe it’s time for a
well-intentioned conversation!
4. Go for a hike: Nothing
gets the blood pumping like
a beautiful hike on a beautiful day! Take advantage of the
nice weather while you can.
Maybe bring along a food basket and make it a picnic! The
possibilities are endless when
it’s just you and ol’ mama nature!
5. Remind your mother it’s
not her fault: Speaking of

moms, don’t forget to remind
your mother that what’s happening with Aunt Claudia is
not her fault. Just because your
mom walked out on Thanksgiving dinner even after Aunt
Claudia asked her to stay does
not mean she’s responsible
for Aunt Claudia’s bad decisions! You know how moms get
sometimes.
6. Pick up a summer job:
There’s nothing wrong with
having fun, but you golly gee,
nothin’ is free these days! Picking up a little summer work
helps pay for all the fun you’ll
be having. Plus it’s nice to have
something to do! See if you can
pick up a job at your local Ben
and Jerry’s, you’ll get free ice
cream as a bonus! Score!
7. Plan and carry out an
emotionally exhausting intervention with Aunt Claudia: Looks like sitting down
and talking to Aunt Clau-

Best security briefs of
Sally Kershner
Features Editor
Let’s be real for a second, it
is the end of the year and the
entire student body would be
flat out lying if they did not
admit that their favorite part
about reading The Wooster
Voice is the Security Briefs.
Who doesn’t look forward
to scanning over what shenanigans took place not so
discreetly from the previous
weekend?
It has been a strange year at
Wooster and the eclectic reasons of arrests and concerns
reported to security is proof
of that. Flashy phrases like
tossed crawfish and intenitonally clogged toilets really
distracted the reader from the
front page headlines — but, as
you know, the real news lies
behind the front page.
Here’s an article that commemorates every suspected
underage drinker, the broken
everything in Bissman Hall
and every smoke alarm that’s
gotten in the way of having
fun for Wooster students.

8/22 — 1:21 a.m.
Lowry Center
Bench found in fountain
8/22 — 7:56 p.m.
Gault Manor
Bench found in fountain
9/11 — 12:11 a.m.
Stadium
SPS Vehicle keyed
9/14 — 10:57 p.m.
Gault Manor
Suspect failed to leave
during fire alarm
9/20 — 9:08 p.m.
Ebert Art Center
Two suspects fighting
over front seat, one witness present at incident
10/18 — 10:30 p.m.
Off Campus
Three suspects admitted to hotboxing in car,
WPD involved
10/29 — 11:20 p.m.
Andrews Library
Suspect refused to leave
library

dia about her problem didn’t
work as well as your hoped!
Don’t worry. Call up old cousins, friends, sisters, brothers,
mother-in-laws — gosh darn
it, the whole family’s in on this
one! Even Aunt Claudia’s estranged children came in. Talk
about a tear jerker!
8. Go on a vacation: Sometimes it’s nice to just get away
from it all. Let’s face it gang
— it’s an exhausting world out
there, and it’s nice to take a
step back and relax every once
in while! What better way to
do that than with a vacation
to some place you’ve always
wanted to go!
9. Support Aunt Claudia as
she struggles but perseveres
through AA: It’s sure been
one hell of a year for poor
Aunt Claudia! All you can do
is love her unconditionally and
support her as best you can in
these summer months. It may

not seem like she appreciates
it, but you know deep down
she does!

Interested in
writing for
Features?
Next Fall we
are accepting
new writers!
Email our new senior editors Tristan,
Meg and Mackenzie at TLopus18@
wooster.edu, MItoh18@wooster.
edu and MClark19@
wooster.edu

the 2016-17 school year

10/30 — 8:16 a.m.
Kennedy Apartment
Witness reported chair
on roof
11/4 — 11:55 p.m.
Campus
Suspect streaking
around campus
11/8 — 2:40 p.m.
Andrews Library
Basketball jacket taken
from 150th Anniversary
Display. Two witnesses
reported incident

1/14 — 8:02 a.m.
McGaw Chapel
Parking sign run over
3/27 — 10:14 p.m.
Bissman Hall
Large fire on grill
3/27 — 12:13 p.m.
Lowry Center
Witness reported large
wooden fork stolen
3/28 — 8:29 a.m.
Bissman Hall
Door knob missing

11/9 — 10:13 p.m.
Babcock Hall
Three teens yelling at
SPS

3/29 — 1:45 p.m.
Kenarden Lodge
Witness reported toilet
clogged intentionally

12/3 — 10:08 p.m.
Bissman Hall
Witness reported burnt
hole in elevator

4/2 — 1:40 a.m.
Troyer House
Suspect urinated outside twice

12/15 — 1:17 a.m.
Lowry Center
Two suspects admitted to stealing item
from 4th Meal. Witness
reported incident

4/2 — 3:33 a.m.
Armington Hall
Vaping in room caused
alarm, one suspect involved, witness present
at incident

4/13 — 9:28 a.m.
Bissman Hall
Victim reported gum
and hot sauce in reader
4/20 — 7:13 p.m.
Stadium House
Dirty smoke detector
4/22 — 8:08 p.m.
Morgan Hall
Four suspects had alcohol in academic building
4/24 — 10:59 p.m.
Bornhuetter Hall
Too much Febreze set
off fire alarm, one suspect and one witness
present at incident
4/29 — 7:17 p.m.
Holden Hall
Suspect burning ex’s
jersey, witness present
at incident
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Reasons why 13 Reasons Why is not “must-binge” TV

13 Reasons Why, a new Netflix series based on the book by Jay Asher, depicts
some of the symptoms that could lead to suicide (Photo taken from Facebook).

Waverly Hart
Contributing Writer
Trigger warning: Suicide and selfharm
On March 31, 2017 Netflix released the drama 13 Reasons Why,
a series of 13 hour-long episodes
detailing the events leading up to
a high school girl’s suicide. The
show explores the cumulative effects that bullying, backstabbing,
false rumors and sexual assault
can have on a person, while using
entertainment mechanisms to appeal to a teenage audience.
The series, based on a 2007 book
by Jay Asher, begins with a pair

of high school girls taking selfies
next to the locker-turned shrine of
a former classmate, Hannah Baker.
Before committing suicide, Hannah Baker recorded and left behind
seven vintage cassette tapes, which
she sends to several of her handpicked classmates and one adult.
Each episode corresponds to the
side of a tape, each detailing how a
specific person contributed to her
downward spiral, and ultimately,
her suicide.
The main character is an awkward, clichéd geeky but lovable
Clay Jensen, who receives the tapes
in the first episode. In a bizarre
combination of adolescent drama

and mystery, the show weaves in
and out of memories described
by Hannah, Clay’s own memories,
and the present-day Clay going to
school and dealing with the classmates who he now knows have
hurt Hannah.
Like most shows based on books,
the writers had to expand on the
characters and storyline in order
to create 13 hours of material. As
a result, the beginning and middle
episodes prove repetitive and exhausting. The writers add gimmicky plot lines to try to develop
minor one-dimensional characters
that aren’t essential or necessary
for the main point of the show.

These elements combine to give
the series a forced feel, which
causes the show to move along
slowly and makes it easy for the
audience to lose interest after the
first several episodes.
However, the last few episodes
of the show are the most impactful, with all the factors building
and culminating on each other,
leading to the climactic scene in
which Hannah takes her own life.
The suicide is shown in vivid detail, demonstrating that the reality of suicide is a painful death, not
a peaceful entrance into slumber.
Despite this realistic and powerful scene, the rest of the show
uses stereotypical gimmicks to
trivialize and simplify suicide.
Since it is currently the most
popular show centered on suicide,
teenagers watch it and may think
suicide is simply a culmination
of bullying and specific incidents
that occur in high school.
It is important that the audience
realizes there are so many other
factors that go into to suicide, such
as the person’s own mental state
and home life. The entertainment
value created by the writers leads
to an oversimplification of a serious and delicate subject that teenagers should learn about through
the proper medium, not Netflix.
In real life, every person is unique,
and 13 Reasons Why only shows
one person with experiences specific to her, without exploring different, real-life cases, causing false
conceptions and mainstream ideas
about suicide.

Prepare for post-graduate media consumption with the Voice staff
The Voice Staff Seniors suggest
media for post-graduate life.
The Graduate
The 1967 classic The Graduate
has rightly been heralded as one
of the greatest films ever made. It
boasts superior acting, courtesy of
Dustin Hoffman’s career-defining
performance, and perhaps the best
soundtrack in history, courtesy of
Simon and Garfunkel. Despite being
remembered for the unconventional
love story at its crux, The Graduate
is most accurately a parable of postgraduate life. Even if we can’t relate
with Benjamin Braddock’s pining
for a middle-aged married woman,
we can relate with his anxiety over
his future. Benjamin frets over the
practicality of his humanities degree
from a liberal arts college, an angst
that leads to a summer of avoiding
the future; laying around the pool at
day and trysting with Mrs. Robinson
at night. Let’s hope we all find a better way to cope this summer, and the
summer after that.
- Jared Berg ’17
Chidhood Book
For those of us quickly approaching graduation, my only recommendation would be to read a childhood
book or series that you remember

loving when you were small — I recently did this myself and I could not
recommend it more. If you’re like me,
you’ll find the small parts of yourself
that you forgot, the seemingly insignificant morals that helped mold you

er whale, a brute, a tornado, the speed
of sound and an owl on the sill in the
evening. Combining Case’s powerful
and haunting vocals with her insightful and often aching lyricism, the album captures how broadly femininity

her increasingly unrealistic dream
of becoming a dancer, still muddling
her way through relationship dynamics she should have figured out years
ago and still trying to find a place for
herself in a world that is too large to
ever make sense. The standout line is
“I’m so sorry — I’m not a real person yet,” and what hurts (and heals)
the most is the sometimes rocky, but
deeply loving and ultimately unbreakable relationship between Frances and her best friend. Frances Ha
knows that female friendship is the
most important.
- Mariah Joyce ’17

Broad City
Honestly, Broad City is a hilarious
The Graduate depicts many of the problems we may show that can be enjoyed at any stage
face after graduation (Photo taken from Facebook).
of college so if you haven’t already
into the person you are. Before you can be defined. For women approach- seen it, please check it out. However,
enter a work force that couldn’t give ing graduation, Middle Cyclone is an as a senior, I like Broad City because
a shit about you, remind yourself of important reminder that emotional it shows that life is not necessaryour core, what you once loved wholly vulnerability does not equate to weak- ily perfect in your twenties. Neither
and unironically and why it still mat- ness and that strength takes many Abbi nor Ilana has their dream job
ters.
forms.
or apartment, but they rely on one
- Janel England ’17
- Katie Cameron ’17
another to navigate the Big City. Just
another reason why female friendMiddle Cyclone
Frances Ha
ship is the most important. Season
Most women know what it’s like to
If you’re about to graduate and four premieres in August on Comedy
be defined through binaries: the nice you’re an artist, a writer, a dancer or Central, so hang tight until then, and
girl or the bitch, the prude or the slut. just a fellow space cadet, this one’s let these funny ladies combat your
Throughout her 2009 album Middle for you. Frances Ha is the story of a post-graduation malaise.
Cyclone, Neko Case calls herself a kill- young woman in limbo, still chasing
- Theresa Dunne ’17

WoosterStreetStyle:
Showcasing personal style on campus
Sam Royer ’19 (Right)
Major: English
Pictured here is Earl the Service Dog’s caretaker, Sam Royer,
sporting some clothes and a band aid. Sam wanted his picture in
front of the fountain but we cropped the fountain out because we
all know Earl wouldn’t have wanted that. Us here at Woo Street
Style wonder where Earl is. Did he have a good day today? Has
his coat been brushed recently? What does he think of the current
socio-political climate?
Jack Berthiaume ’17 (Left)
Major: Communications
With a look that would even make Helen Keller take a double
take, Jack Berthiaume, campus icon, struts his stuff around the
Wooster campus. We love the way his shoes match his sweater
AND his hat — no matter if you look up, down, or in between, everything’s coming up Jack. Which is a good thing, because Jack’s
a great guy, and this humble editor feels lucky to have been able
to get to know him.

(Photos by Eli Millette and captions by Eli
Millette and Lydia Schwartz)

Section Editors:
Robert Dinkins, JR.
Katie Cameron

THE SCENE
R ETHINKING H IP -H OP
Kendrick Lamar’s new album
DAMN. is now the number one
album according to the Billboard
Charts. Kendrick continued to impress with amazing instrumental
production and thought-provoking
verses for any listener. One verse
in particular that I’ve been thinking over is on the song “DNA.” It
is a sample of a FOX News clip in
which commentator Geraldo Rivera criticizes lyrics from Kendrick’s
2015 song “Alright.” Rivera says
in the clip, “This is why I say that
hip-hop has done more damage to
young African Americans than racism in recent years.”
Now some may find immediate fault with this statement. After
all, racism is still found within the
cracks and foundations of our society, there are a lot of hip-hop songs
that contain no violence and it
seems misguided to blame an entire
race’s problem from the very thing
it cultivated.
Growing up in a somewhat strict
Christian household where Donnie McClurkin’s “Stand” and Fred
Hammond’s “The Spirit of David”
are the closest music to hip-hop, allows you to see the logic from the
other side. I remember one time
when I had friends over, while my
godmother was visiting. The kids
and I were in a room listening to
Soulja Boy’s new hit song, “Donk.”
My godmother walked in on us and
you would’ve thought she caught
us watching porn. She ran to the
desk and kept fiddling with buttons on the speaker until she found
the right one to mute it. She then
decided to turn off the computer
when the video continued to play on
the screen with no sound. She then
asked me if my mom knew what I
was watching.
Along with my godmother’s
paranoia of hip-hop, I also had the
guidance of many people within
my church. God did not want good
Christians to listen to music that
promotes a lavish lifestyle, fornication, violence and drug usage as
cool. So when I heard Rivera’s critique of hip-hop it was nothing new
to my ears.
I still believe his interpretation of
hip-hop is wrong. Hip-hop is not the
first and surely will not be the last
musical genre to have a heightened
affinity for lyrics that would seem
immoral. While there are many hip
hop songs that promote needless
violence, most violent lyrics have
some sort of meaning behind them.
Similar to any art form, if we are to
understand it, we have to go deeper
than just the surface meaning.
Oftentimes people do not take the
time or make the effort to listen to
lyrics, often getting caught in the
litty beats. If you listen closely, you
can find small treasures like 21 Savage’s “No Heart,” “I grew up in the
streets without no heart. I’m prayin’
to my Glock and my carbon.” While
on the surface this verse seems to
depict 21 Savage as nothing more
than a thug, it is still talking about
societal problems that are found in
low income communities and how
he would rather trust his gun than
anyone else. Even Vince Staples’
“Norf Norf ” contains meaning behind the lyrics “Hit the corner, make
a dollar flippin’, split the dollars
with my mama children.” Different hip-hop songs contain meaning
ranging from talking about one’s
past experiences to overall societal
problems. Reducing the genre to a
trap that only hurts without talking
about it’s welcomed effects seems
only disingenuous.

Robert Dinkins, Jr., an A & E Editor for
the Voice, can be reached for comment at
RDinkins19@wooster.edu
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Frisbee teams finish up spring play at Division III Regionals
Ashley Ferguson
Contributing Writer
Wooster’s men’s and women’s
ultimate Frisbee teams topped
off their spring play last
weekend with excellent showings
in regional competition that
represented one of the program’s
most successful seasons yet.
RamJam
Ultimate
gleaned
several winning
performances at
the Ohio Valley
Division
III
College Regional
competition in
Allentown, Pa.
Some upsets at
the conference
tournament in
Columbus left the
men seeded ninth
out of 12 teams,
but by the end of
the weekend, they
had rallied up five
places to finish
fourth, a rare feat
in Ultimate.
On Saturday
the A team
suffered
two
losses, the first
a close match against Haverford
(10-8) and the second a tough
fall to Shippensburg (11-6).
However, they quickly turned
it around, taking down the trio
consisting
of
Susquehanna
(11-6), Swarthmore (11-8) and

“

Xavier (11-7), good for a thirdplace finish in the pool.
Then on Sunday, the team made
history as they trampled last year’s
powerhouse Messiah College, seeded
third going into last weekend’s
competition. Senior leaders kept
scoring tight throughout the game,
with big plays coming from Dan
Lynch ’17 and Emilio Bartlett ’17. In
sudden death overtime (universe, in
Ultimate-speak),
Garo Matossian
’17 blocked a
deep throw from
Messiah after a
quick
turnover.
The men worked
the disc back up
the field where
Michael Herman
’17 tossed the
ga m e - w i n n i n g
point to Clark
Wang ’18. The
team’s 15-14 win
secured their place
in the semifinals,
a first in the
program’s history.
Their
record
was 17-15 on the
season and they
carried above a
.500 winning percentage for the first
time in RamJam history.
Betty Gone Wild played
Messiah at the start of the
tourney in Allentown. Despite
Messiah’s 8-5 lead at the half,
the Betties charged back with

Overall, this
was the most
successful team
in school history. We had a
strong senior
class and [...]
great spirit on
and off the
field.”
- Michael
Herman ’17

RamJam and Betty Gone Wild both hit the road to play in the Ohio Valley Division III
College Regional competition (Photo courtesy Michael Herman).
another point, with a successful
pass from Hallie Scanlon ’17
to Ellie Kahn ’20. After a hard
fought game, Messiah eventually
took the match 15-9. The Wooster
crew took on Swarthmore next,
tying nearly every point scored
until a quick turn near their
end zone game the Betties a 6-4
lead. The battle continued with
a 7-7 tie just before halftime,
when the Warmothers snagged
another point to pull into an 8-7
lead. Tied at 9-9, the game went

into universe, and a block from
Kayleigh Dietz ’19 combined
with a successful toss from Thea
Kwan ’17 to Mara Sheban ’18
clinched a satisfying victory for
the Betties. The team ended the
day with a loss to Allegheny to
finish 1-2 on Saturday.
On day two of Regional play,
Wooster played Oberlin, falling
out of the bracket with a 14-8 loss,
but celebrated wrapping up the
season ranked seventh in the Ohio/
Pennsylvania region with a 14-6

win against conference opponent
Ohio Wesleyan. Caitlin McCombs
’17 scored the final point.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams had success in numbers,
with both their A and B teams
making valuable contributions.
“Overall, this was the most
successful team in school
history,” said Herman. “We had a
strong senior class (10 seniors),
key contributors from our
younger players and great spirit
on and off the field.”

Track and field teams prep for NCAC Championships at Denison
Aleksi Pelkonen
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster Track
and Field teams competed at the
non-scoring Denison Big Red Invitational last weekend in order
to prepare for the NCAC Championships on Saturday.
Strong performers at the invitational included Austin Hamlett
’20, finishing first in the 400-meter run in 50.84 seconds. Other
strong performances came from
Jack Petrecca ’19 and Elizabeth
Obi ’18 in the high jump, who
cleared six feet and nearly five
feet, respectively.
Jacob Nowell ’18 achieved a
season-best in the pole vault with
a height of 11 feet, 11.75 inches.
Brian Lief ’19, competing in the
1500-meter run, and Jarret Art
’19, competing in the long jump,
each achieved runner-up honors.
Spencer Wilson ’20 finished second in the discus throw and sixth
in the hammer throw at the invitational.
Jackie White ’17 took top honors in the 1500-meter run. Julia
Higgins ’19 won the 400-meter
run, while teammate Regan Szalay ’20 finished third. The women’s 400-meter run was the last
event of the day before the Invi-

Jackie White ’17 stays ahead of an OWU runner at the Denison Big Red Invitational
last weekend (Photo courtsey Woosterathletics.com).
tational was cancelled due to inclement weather.
Brian Lief ’19 and Akwia Tilton ’20 were named NCAC Athletes of the Week for their performances in the Kenyon Invitational
the week prior. They were able to
build on their success last week
with strong performances at Denison.
“It feels great to be named NCAC
Athlete of the Week,” Lief said.

“I’m very humbled to have
been named Athlete of the
Week,” Tilton added.
While it was important for
the team to try to perform well,
many athletes stressed that this
last invitational was more about
preparation than performance.
“We used this meet as a tuneup for next week,” Lief said.
The NCAC Championships
will be in Greencastle, Ind. on

the campus of DePauw University this weekend.
In other track and field news,
Carolyn Webster ’19 was runnerup in the NCAC Heptathlon Championships this weekend. Webster
led the field with 2444 points after the first day of proceedings,
before being overtaken by Emily
Brown of Ohio Wesleyan University on the second and final day.
“Since this was my first hep-

tathlon, I think nerves got the
best of me,” Webster said. “I
think the weather was also a difficult aspect of this meet, since it
was 48 [degrees] and rainy one
day and 85 [degrees] and sunny
the next. It was very hard on the
body.”
Webster’s second-place finish
was the fourth year in a row that
a Fighting Scot has finished runner-up in the women’s outdoor
heptathlon. Webster will join her
teammates in Greencastle, Ind.
this weekend.
“Knowing that the NCAC
Championships are our most important meet, we have to give it
all we have,” said Lissette Torres
’18, a sprinter on the women’s
team.
With a long, grueling season
coming to an end, many athletes
expressed excitement at finally
being able to achieve their goals.
“Personally, I would love to finish in the top-three in any of the
events that I compete in,” Tilton
said. “I want to see all of us perform well and show everyone that
Wooster has some very competitive athletes.”
“We all have to work together
to get points on the board by
giving it our all,” Torres added.
“This is the meet we all work for.”

BERG’S THE WORD

LeBron is the greatest of all time
When the question is posed of
who was the greatest player in a
particular sport, most sports have
lively debates
with a variety of
names posted.
However,
when it comes
to the NBA,
Jared Berg
the debate is
often stilted and lazy, the victim
of some preordained consensus
that Michael Jordan was the best,
is the best and will always be the
best. However, after 14 years of
ludicrous levels of production,
it is time to make a legitimate
case for LeBron James as the best
basketball player of all time.
As of the end of this regular
season, LeBron has a career
average of 27.1 ppg. In addition,
he has averaged seven assists and

seven rebounds per game. This year,
LeBron’s passing ability has reached
new heights, averaging a career-best
8.7 assists per game. The fact that
LeBron is still setting career-bests
at this stage is incredibly impressive,
as is the fact that he has a better
career three-point percentage than
Michael Jordan.
Fourteen straight seasons at this
level of production is something
that leaves many all-time greats in
the dust. LeBron’s ‘peak’ has been 14
years, and he has shown few signs of
deteriorating. James has 13 seasons
of averaging more than 25 ppg.
Conversely, Larry Bird only had
three seasons where he averaged
more than 25 ppg. While Bird is not
LeBron’s most immediate rival for
the title of best ever, this example
is illustrative of just how rare this
consistency is, even amongst the

game’s all-time greats. Oftentimes,
detractors use LeBron’s injuryfree history as a point against
him, claiming that other players
would have had similarly dominant
fourteen-year runs if they just
remained healthy. This line of logic
is ludicrous. LeBron’s durability is
part of what has made him an elite
force, and using that trait in a case
against him is a weak attempt to
downplay his greatest attribute.
Bill Russell dominated in a league
that had anywhere from eight to
14 teams. Larry Bird and Magic
Johnson won their titles in a league
that had 23 teams. LeBron James
has dominated in a league that has
30 teams. While yes, the number
of championships a player has won
is a fair and important metric, it is
one that will always privilege preexpansion NBA players and those

who were fortunate enough to have
supplementing stars.
While
Michael
Jordan’s
achievements don’t exactly fall
into the pre-expansion category, he
did win titles when the league had
anywhere from 27 to 29 teams, fewer
than the 30 that LeBron has been
competing against his entire career.
Additionally, Jordan benefited from
supplementing stars to a degree
LeBron has not. By his fourth year
in the league, Jordan had a future
Hall-of-Famer in Scottie Pippen.
LeBron did not have a Hall of Fame
teammate until his eighth. In this
context, it is all the more impressive
that LeBron James has made six
consecutive appearances in the NBA
Finals, and at the age of 32, he looks
set to make another one. Jordan
won six titles in six appearances,
an
undoubtedly
impressive

achievement, while LeBron has
won three in seven. However, just
judging the two on appearances
and wins ignores the fact that
LeBron’s teams have nearly always
been the inferior participant in the
Finals. In fact, in his seven Finals
appearances, LeBron’s teams have
been the betting underdog in five
of those instances. Jordan’s teams
were the favorite in every Final
they appeared in.
Given the full story of his
career, it is safe to say that,
assuming another championship
win in the next few years, LeBron
might have done enough to clinch
the exalted title as the greatest of
all time.

Jared Berg, an Editor in Chief for the
Voice, can be reached for comment at
JBerg17@wooster.edu
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Softball team qualifies for postseason

The softball team earned a spot in the NCAC tournament, sweeping Ohio Wesleyan (Photo courtesy Woosterathletics.com).

Sam Kuhn
Contributing Writer
The softball team clinched a spot
in the NCAC Tournament with
last weekend’s sweep against Ohio
Wesleyan University. The Scots faced
early deficits in both games en-route
to two comebacks that solidified their

spot in the playoffs. The Scots record
this year, 19-21, 10-6 NCAC, is their
best since the 2012 season, and this
is the first time since then they have
made the conference tournament.
“Obviously getting behind early
wasn’t our plan, but I’m really
proud of how confident we stayed
throughout the whole day,” Maddy

Chase ’18 said. “We trusted ourselves
and our teammates to make the
adjustments needed and we were
able to triumph over the deficit both
games.”
In the first game, Chase’s RBIs in
the fourth inning tied the game, and
sealed the game in the seventh inning.
On the mound, Chase gave up two
ER in seven innings, winning her
10th game of the season. Notably,
in the first game, Chelsey Copley
’19 reached base in all four plate
appearances, scoring a run. The
nightcap saw the Scots explode for
three runs in the fifth and not look
back. Chase scored her 31st run of
the season, marking the most runs
scored by a player in one season in
Wooster history. Jenna Kendall ’17
drove in three RBI’s and dominated
on the mound, winning her ninth
game of the year.
Chase is hopeful for the Scots’
postseason appearance, saying, “I am
looking forward to seeing how far we
can go.”
The Scots take on rival Wittenberg
University at 12 p.m. in Springfield,
Ohio in the NCAC Tournament on
May 5.

nFl draFt concludes

Goals scored by Cristiano Ronaldo in the knockout-stage of the
Champions League in his career,
the most of any player. Ronaldo
scored a hat-trick in Real Madrid’s 3-0 semifinal win over Atletico Madrid.

The Raptors have lost ten
straight Game One’s, breaking
their tie with the Kings (19812001) for the longest such streak
in NBA history. The Raptors
fell to the Cavs 116-105 in their
tenth straight Game One loss.

76

3

Number of playoff games
that Los Angeles Clippers point
guard Chris Paul has appeared
in without a conference finals
appearance, the most all-time.
Paul’s Clippers lost to the Utah
Jazz in the first round, 4-3.

LeBron James’ place on the
all-time postseason points list
as of May 2nd, just 25 points
shy of Lakers legend Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar for second-place.
Chicago Bulls legend Michael
Jordan is first.

1

27

Alabama head football coach
Nick Saban’s rank in the FBS
for winning percentage, national
titles and SEC titles since he took
over the program. Saban signed a
three-year extension on his current deal with a $4 million signing bonus.

Points that the San Antonio
Spurs lost to the Houston Rockets by in Game One of their
second round matchup, the largest ever Spurs home loss in the
postseason. The Rockets made a
postseason franchise-record 22
three-pointers in the game.

Megan’s

B ite-sized sports

and

aleksi’s

This Week’s Games

racist taunts at FenWaY

The 2017 NFL Draft took place last weekend, with the Cleveland Browns selecting Texas A&M defensive end Myles Garrett with the
first overall pick.
Other notable picks included LSU running
back Leonard Fournette, who is headed to the
Jacksonville Jaguars with the fourth pick and
Stanford running back Christian McCaffrey,
who was selected eighth overall by the Carolina Panthers.
Source: ESPN.com

Notable Numbers
52
10

Baltimore Orioles outfielder Adam Jones
claimed he was subjected to racist taunts during a game against the Boston Red Sox on
Monday night.
Jones told reporters that he heard several
fans calling him racial epithets and one fan
hurled peanuts at him. Red Sox president Sam
Kennedy publicly apologized on behalf of the
organization and said Boston would conduct a
review of the matter. The Orioles won, 5-2.
Source: ESPN.com

PREMIER LEAGUE
West Ham United v. Tottenham
Manchester City v. Crystal Palace
Bournemouth v. Stoke City
Hull City v. Sunderland
Burnley v. West Bromwich Albion
Leicester City v. Watford
Swansea City v. Everton
Liverpool v. Southampton
Arsenal v. Manchester United
Chelsea v. Middlesborough

Events

quick picks

Tottenham
Man. City
Stoke City
Sunderland
Burnley
Leicester
Everton
Liverpool
United
Chelsea
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Tottenham
Man. City
B’mouth
Hull City
WBA
Leicester
Swansea
S’hampton
United
Chelsea

Editors in Chief:
Mariah Joyce
Jared Berg

Saturday

Friday

Thursday
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Aleksi
(131-79)

Megan
(144-72)

4

5

6
Reading Days
12 p.m. & 3 p.m.
Baseball v. Ohio Wesleyan
Art Murray Field

7
Reading Days

8
Examinations

9
Examinations

10
Examinations

11
Examinations

12 p.m.
Baseball v. Ohio Wesleyan
Art Murray Field

Voice Calendar of Events and
Classified Listings
In an attempt to better spread the word of events on campus, the Voice is dedicating our back page to campus-specific events and information.
Anything from sports games to theatre productions
can be found in the calendar above, with additional

information provided below if necessary. Campus
groups can list events within the calendar for free.
If you would like your group’s events to be included, you can email Jared Berg at JBerg17@wooster.
edu Separate advertisements on the back page are
also free.
Advertisements, announcements and inquiries printed on
this page are limited to the campus community and to

12

13

10 a.m.
Residence Halls Close

2:30 p.m.
Phi Beta Kappa Initiation
Freedlander Theater

2:30 p.m.
Planting of the Class Tree
Oak Grove

4 p.m.
Senior Award Banquet
Freedlander Theater

on-campus events. Events must be open to the campus at
large, and are not limited to but may include speakers,
performances, movie showings, special club events, etc.
The Voice reserves the right to edit or reject any posts
that we receive.
Please direct comments or concerns to Mariah Joyce
’17, Jared Berg ’17 or Tristan Lopus ’18. We always appreciate your suggestions.

This past Tuesday night at
their last layout, the 2016-17 Voice
staff bid goodbye to another year.
Top row, from left: Megan Zerrer, Meg Itoh, Jared Berg, Coral Ciupak and Janel England.
Middle row: Theresa Dunne,
Katie Cameron, Mariah Joyce, Sally
Kershner, Mackenzie Clark and Lily
Iserson.
Bottom row: Aleksi Pelkonen,
Shoshana Rice, Robert Dinkins, Jr.
and Jordan Griffith.
Thanks for reading; we’ll see
you next year!

